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The salient point arising out of a consideration of some seemingly independent topics 
in representation theory, combinatorics and the theory of numerical polynomials turns 
out to be a result involving characters of representations of wreath products. The topics 
are: symmetrized inner products of representations, irreducible characters of wreath 
products, Frobenius' formula for the irreducible ordinary characters of symmetric groups, 
the P6lya-Redfield theory of enumeration under group action in combinatorics and 
results of Rudvalis and Snapper that certain polynomials arising from generalized cycle-
indices of permutation groups are numerical. ' 
1. Symmetrized inner products of representations 
Let G denote a group, Fa representation of G over a field K, n a 
natural number and II a subgroup of the symmetric group Sn on 
Nn : = { 1, ... , n}. 
We form then-fold inner tensor product 0n F ofF with itself: 
n 
0 F: =F® ... ® F (n factors). 
I.e., ifF is a corresponding matrix representation, a realization ofF by 
a matrix group, then the representing matrices of 0n Fare, for all 
gE G, 
n 
0 F(g) := F(g) X •.. X F(g) (Kronecker product). 
Especially for the applications of representation theory to physical 
problems it is important to get some information on how ®n F splits. 
A famous and very useful result due mainly to Schur, Weyl and 
van derWaerden (cf. [19, 20, 23-25] and [22], see also [3, § 67], 
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[2, V and VI)) is that if K is algebraically closed and if its characteristic 
does not divide the order IHI of H ~ Sn, then for certain irreducible 
representations Di of Hover K there is an in general reducible direct 
summand F EJ Di of @n F which occurs with multiplicity [i, the di-
mension of Di: 
( 1.1) 
(the prime indicates that the sum is taken over the indices i of certain 
irreducible K-representations Di of 11 only). 
The derivation of ( 1.1) for the cases G := GL(m, C), F := ide, 
II:= Sn, K :=Cis the famous discovery of Schur, Weyland van der 
Waerden throwing a light on the close connection between the repre-
sentation theories of full linear and symmetric groups. And this special 
case isjust the point on which the main interest of physicists in applica-
tions of the representation theory of symmetric groups is directed (cf., 
e.g., [5, 6, 26]). For (1.1) allows one to use the permutational symme-
try say of a many-particle-system. 
The permutational symmetry of a system of n particles of the same 
kind means that the symmetry group of the system is a wreath product 
of the form G"' Sn. Indeed, a derivation of ( 1.1) using representations 
of wreath products needs only standard results of representation theory 
and hence it is easier to understand than the classical ones following 
the lines of Schur, Weyland van der Waerden. We shall describe this 
now. 
The wreath product G"' H of the group G with the permutation 
group II~ Sn on Nn = { 1, ... , n} consists of the set 
G "' H := { (f; 1r) If: Nn-+ G, 1r E H}, 
together with the composition law 
(f; 11')(['; 7r') := (ff~; 11'11'') 
(for all i E Nn, 1r1r'(i) := 11'(7r'(i)),ff: (i) := f(i) f~(i),f~(i) := ['(11'-1 (i))). 
The normal subgroup 
G* := {(f; In) If: Nn-+ G} ..;J G"' II 
is called the basis group of G"' Hand it is an inner direct product of 
n copies Gi of G: 
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n 
G* =X G· 
i= 1 I 1 
G i : = { (/; I H) I 'v' j =I= i , f(j) = I G } 0:1 G. 
The basis group G * possesses a complement II' which is isomorphic to 
/!: 
II':= {(e ;1r) 17T E H, 'v' i, e(i) := lG} 0:1 II. 
The diagonal subgroup of G *: 
diag G * := {([;In) If constant} 0:1 G 
is of great interest as well. Displaying the values of the functions, the 
elements of diag G * are of the form 
(f; 1 H ) = (ft I ) , ... , ft n); 1 H ) = ( g, ... , g; I H ) , 
so that 
diag G * = { {g, ... , g; I II) I g E G} 
and 
(diag G *)II'= {(g, ... , g;1r) I g E G, 1T E H} 0:1 G X H. 
If we are given a representation F of G, we are interested in a repre-
sentation of G"' H which yields @n F when restricted to the diagonal 
subgroup of the basis group. 
Let F b'e afforded by the left G-module M with underlying vector 
space V over the field K and operation gv := F(g)v, for all v E V, g E G. 
Then we obtain from then-fold tensor product 0" V := V ®K ... ®K V 
(n factors) of V with itself a left G *-module#" M by defining 
(1.2) (f;ln)ul ® ... ® Vn :=f(l)ul ® ... ® f(n)vn. 
Let us denote by#" F the afforded representation. Its representing 
matrices are 
n 
# F(f;ln) := F(f(l)) X ... X F(f(n)), 
if F is again a matrix representation corresponding to F. We notice that 
n n 
0 F = # F ~ diag G * 
is valid for the restriction #n F ~ diag G * of #n F to the diagonal sub-
group diag G * of the basis group. 
The point is now that this representation #n F resp. the module #n M 
can be extended easily to a representation jjn F of G 'VII resp. to a 
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left G"' H module ifn M by extending the operation on ®n V toG"' H 
as follows: 
(1.3) (/;7r)VJ ® ... ® Vn :=f(l)v,..-,(1) ® ... ® ftn)v.,.-t(n). 
-This means for the representing matrices that we obtain #n F([;1r) 
from #n F([; lH) by a suitable permutation of the columns: if 
F(g) = (Jik(g)), for allgE G, and if 
(1.4) 
we need only take 
n 
(1.5) # F([;7r) := (fa,(J -1 (ftl)) .. .fa {j -t (f(n))). 
.,.. (1) n .,.. (n) 
We notice that 
n n n 
(1.6) 0 F = # F + diag G * := # F + diag G * . 
We are now in a position to derive ( 1.1) very easily. We consider 
elements (f; 1r) E (diag G*)H', i.e. elements (f; 1r), where f is constant, 
say for all iE Nn,f(i) = g E G. 
The composition law tells us that for these elements the following 
is valid: 
(f;1r) = (ftl), ... ,f(n);1r) = (g, ... , g;1r) 
= (I G • · · · • 1 G ; 1r )(g, · · · • g; 1 H) · 
This implies for the representation fin F of G"' J/: 
- - -n n n 
(1.7) #F(g, ... ,g;1r) =#F(g, ... ,g;18 )#F(IG,···· la;1r) 
- -n n 
= # F(la, ... , 1a ;1r) # F(g, ... , g;18 ). 
Let us now set out the following two notations: 
n 
'VgE G. P(g) := #F(g, ...• g;1 8 ), 
v n 
VrrE H, F(1r) := #F(la, ... , la ;1r). 
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It is obvious that ft: g ~ F(g) resp. F: 1r ~ F(tr} are representations of 
G and H, respectively. 
(I. 7) leads to the crucial fact that for corresponding matrix represen-
tations we have: 
(1.8) t/gE G, 7r E H, F(g) F(tr) = F{tr) F (g). 
Assuming now that K is algebraically closed and that char K t 1111 we 
may apply an important result on commuting systems of matrices (see 
[ 2, I, § 8]) which follows from Schur's lemma: (1.8) implies that for 
each irreducible constituent Di of P there is a certain and in general re-
ducible constituent ofF- let us denote this constituent ofF by F G Di 
and call it the symmetrized inner product ofF and Di (cf. the notation 
in [ 16]) - so that the following is valid: 
n • • (1.9) # F(g, ... , g;tr) = F (g) F (tr) = +' (F G Di (g) X Di(tr)). 
i 
(The prime indicates that the sum is taken over the indices i of a com-
plete set of pairwise inequivalent irreducible constituents Di ofF only 
instead of all the irreducible K-representations of H.) The dimension 
ofF G Di is just the multiplicity of Di in F. The desired result ( 1.1) is 
a corollary of ( 1.9) : ( 1.9) implies (use ( 1.6)) that 
n n ( 1.1 0) ® F(g) =#F(g, ... ,g;1n)= f'(FGDi(g)X E1t) l 
. , . . 
= . + f'(F [!] D1(g)) . 
i 
That these symmetrized inner products F G Di are even more closely 
related to certain representations of the wreath product G "' H will 
turn out when we have derived their characters. This will be done in 
the next section. 
2. The corresponding characters 
Let us first evaluate the character of lfn F. If { e1, ... , er} is a K-basis 
of V, the representation space ofF, then { e; 1 ® ... ® e;n I 1 ~ i" ~ r} 
is a K-basis of ® n V. Since 
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= (~ fvi _ (f(l ))ev) ® ••• ® 
v " 'o> 
(~ flli _1 (f(n))ell) , ll 1r (n )· 
the trace x# n F (f;1r) of this linear transformation on 0n Vis 
This yields for the special case 1f := (1 2 ... n): 
=trace F(f(l)f(n)f(n- 1) ... [(2)) 
=xF(f(l)/(1f-l(l)) ... [(1f-n+l(l))), 
where xF denotes the character of F. 
If 1t consists of several cycles (i 1r(i) ... 1fk-l(i)), we have to form the 
analogous expression 
(2.1) xF (f(i) /(1f-l(i)) ... [(1r-k+ I(i))) 
for each of these cyclic factors of 1f and to multiply all these terms to-
gether in order to obtain x#nF([;1t). We shall return to this general 
case in the next section. 
Just as in the first section we consider again the elements 
([;1r) E (diag G *)II', i.e. the elements (f;1r) E G"' H, where f is constant. 
For these elements we obtain from the considerations above: 
(2.2) 
n 
X#nF (g, ... , g;1f) = n XF(gktk(1r) , 
k= l 
where 1r = (a 1(1f), ... , an(1r)) is the cycle-type of1r, i.e. ak(1r) (1..;; k..;; n) 
is the number of k-cycles in 1f with respect to the usual cycle-notation. 
Before applying this to ( 1.9) in order to obtain the character of 
F G Di, it seems to be useful to answer the foil owing question which 
remained open in the first section: Which symmetrized inner products 
F G Di do actually exist (ifF, II and K are given)? 
We know that F G Di exists if and only if Di is an irreducible constit-
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uent ofF, where 
" n 
'V1t E H, F( 1t) : = # F(l c , ... , 1 c ; 1t) . 
The ground field K is assumed to be algebraically closed and char K = 0. 
Applying (2.2) we obtain for the multiplicity (F,Di) of Di in ft: 
= IHI-1 ~ xDi(1t-l) xF(I )r.ak(rr). 
rrEH G 
(It seems remarkable that the last expression is a nonnegative integer 
since it is a multiplicity. This and related results will be considered in 
the last section.) 
Hence denoting by fF the dimension ofF and by c(1r) := ~ak(1t) 
the number of cycles of which 1t consists, we obtain the following neces-
sary and sufficient condition for the existence ofF G Di: 
(2.3) IfF is a K-representation of a group G and D an irreducible 
K-representation of H ~ Sn with character xD, K algebraically 
closed and char K = 0, then the inner symmetrized product 
F [!] D ofF and D exists if and only if 
where fF denotes the dimension of F. 
Let us now evaluate the character ofF 0Di. An application of (2.2) 
to ( 1. 9) yields 
(2.4) n XF(gk)ak(rr) = ~' XF [!I Di(g) XDi(1t). 
k i 
Since we have assumed K to be algebraically closed and char K t !HI we 
have the orthogonality relations at hand so that by multiplying (2.4) 
by xDi (1t-l) and summing over al11r E H we get 
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n 
(2.5) xFrJJ Di(g) = IHI-1 :B xDi(1r) n xF(gk)ak(tr). 
-rrEH k= 1 
This is the desired formula for the character ofF G Di. 
Special cases of (2.5) are well-known and frequently used by physi-
cists e.g. in the theory of many-particle-systems, where there is a permu-
tational symmetry of the system, i.e. where H = Sn. G is taken to be a 
full linear group, say G := GL(m,C). For the representation F of G the 
identity map is taken F := idGL(m,C)• and for Dian ordinary irreducible 
representation [a] of Sn is taken, which corresponds to a partition a of 
n (a = (a 1, ... , ah ), a; EN, a;> ai+ 1> ~ai = n) in a well-known manner 
(cf., e.g., [2, IV]). Applying (2.5) we obtain 
n 
xF'3 [ol(g) = n!-1 :B X0 (1r) 0 (trace(gk)tk(11') , 
1rESn k= 1 
if X0 denotes the character of [a]. 
Now we use the fact (cf. [2, IV, theorem 1.2]) that we obtain 
xF'3 [ol(g) by substituting the eigenvalues of the matrix gE GL(m,C) 
for the variables of the S-function {a}, where 
{a}:= det(x~/+m-/)/det(xj-i) 
(a= (a1, ... , ah), h ~ m). 
Besides this we use the trivial fact that trace(gk) can be obtained by 
substituting the eigenvalues of g for the indeterminates of ak := ~~~ xf. 
Applying this we obtain the famous result of Frobenius which connects 
the characters of irreducible representations of the full linear and sym-
metric groups (cf. (2], VI, (2.4)) as a corollary of (2.5): 
n 
(2.6) {a}= n !-1 :B X0 (1r) n (ak tk(11') 
-rrESn k=1 
(Frobenius' formula). 
Let us now return to the general case (2.5). It is of interest that this 
character is actually the character of a certain representation of KG"' H, 
the group algebra of G"' H. over K. For if we denote by (F;Di) the fol-
lowing representation of G"' II: 
. n • (F;D1) :=# F ® D', 
where Di'([;1r) := Di(1r), then (2.2) and (2.5) yield 
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Thus we have described the characters of symmetrized inner products 
of representations in terms of characters of wreath products. 
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It seems worthwhile to compare (2. 7) with the expression for 
symmetrized outer products F 0 D of representations F of G < Sm and 
D of ll< Sn: 
(2.8) F0D = (F;D) t Smn 
(cf. [I 0, 5.26]; "t" denotes induction of representations). It should be 
remarked, that (2.4) cannot be sharpened to F 0Di(g) = 
(F; D1)(g, ... , g; IHI-1 ~11'), say, since these two systems of matrices are 
in general of different dimension. 
The symmetrized outer product is important since it satisfies an equa-
tion quite analogous to ( 1.1 ): 
(2.9) 
n 
#Ft S = ~ [i(F0Di) mn . • 
l 
where the sum is taken over all the irreducible K-representations Di of H. 
3. Irreducible characters of wreath products 
We would like to sharpen the preceding results in order to give some 
information about the irreducible characters of G"' Hover an alge-
braically closed field K. G is assumed to be a finite group now. 
Let { Fl, ... , F 3 } denote a complete system of pairwise inequivalent 
and irreducible K-representations of G. Let Vi resp. Mi denote the repre-
sentation space resp. the representation module of Fi, for 1 < i < s. 
Since G is assumed to be finite and K to be algebraically closed, a 
complete system of irreducible K-representations of G * resp. of irre-
ducible left KG*-modules is given by the outer tensor products 
F* :=F1 # ... #Fn, F;E {Fl, ... , FS} 
resp. by 
where F* is the representation afforded by M* and M* has 
V1E11K ... El1K Vn (V1 the representation space ofF;) as underlying 
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vector space and where the operation is defined by 
([;1 8 )vt ® .•. ® Vn := f(l)vl ® •.• ® f(n)vn . 
IfF; is a realization ofF; by a matrix group, then F*, defined by 
F*{f;ln)=Ft(f{l))X ... X Fn(f(n)), 
is a realization ofF*. 
The inertia group G"' Hp• ofF* is (see [ 10]): 
(3.1) G"' Hp• = {([;1r) If: Nn ~ G, 't!i, F; = Fn(i)} 
= G"' (Hn (Sn X ... X Sn )) , 
1 s 
where Sn. is the subgroup of permutations of Sn (>If) which permute 
only the 1ndices i of factors F; ofF*, which are equal to Fi, for 1 :E;;; j :E;;; s. 
In Section 1 we extended the representation #n F of G * to G -v 11 
the inertia group of #n F, obtaining a representation ifn F of G -v H' 
Similarly we may extend F* = #;F; toG"' Hp• by applying the suitable 
column-permutations and obtaining an irreducible representation F* 
of G"' Hp•· 
Besides this, an irreducible K-representationD of Hn (Sn
1 
X ... X Sn) 
yields an irreducible K-representation D' of G "' H F* if we define s 
't/([;1r)E G"' Hp•, D'([;1r) := D(1r) . 
Clifford's theory of representations of groups with normal subgroups 
yields the fundamental result, that each irreducible K-representation 
of G "' His of the form 
(3.2) (F* ® D') t G "' II, 
where the irreducible K-representations F* and D' of G "v H F* are as 
described above (for more details cf. [ 1 0]). 
(3.2) allows evaluation of the representing matrices, ifF* and Dare 
known and hence this formula yields also the characters in a certain 
sense. Of course this method of evaluating the characters is by no means 
elegant and it would be nice to get some simpler methods to attack this 
problem (some character tables are known: the tables of s3 "v s2. 
s4 "v s2. s2 "v s4 and s3 "v s3 can be found in [ 12], the table of 
S2 "' S3 in [ 15 ]; a complete description of the tables of Sm "' Sn for 
mn :E;;; 1 0, m and n =t= 1, is given in [ 18 ]). 
There is no explicit formula available for the characters of (3.2) in 
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the general case, there are some formulae for special cases only (see 
[10, 5.28, 5.29]). But the results of Section 2 allow the giving of at least 
the character ofF*® D' so that no matrix has to be evaluated since 
we have only to carry out the inducing process. 
To give this expression we use some abbreviations: If ([;1r) E G rv II, 
we denote the cyclic factors of 1r by 
( . ( . ) k11 -1 ( . )) lv 7r lv ··· 7r lv ' 1 ~ V ~ C(7r), 
assuming that in each cycle the symbolj11 is the least one which is in-
volved and assuming that 
it ~ i2 ~ ••• ~ ic(11) • 
so that the iv are uniquely determined. 
With each of these cycles we associate its cycleproduct g11 with re-
spect to[: 
(3.3) gv := f(jv) [(7r-l(jv)) ... [(7r -kv+ 1 {jv)) E G. 
If(f;1r)E G rv HF*• F* = #Fi, then (3.1) implies that 
(3.4) Fi =F -IU) = ... =F -k +l 
v 11 v 11 v U v> 
We are now in a position to apply the results of Section 2: In order 
to obtain the character xF*([;7r) ofF* at ([;1r), where 
C(11) 
- n (. kV-1(. )) 1r- lv ... 1r lv ' 
v= 1 
since (3.4) holds we need only multiply together the expressions (2.1) 
for the cycleproducts so that we get 
- C(11) F· 
(3.5) xF*([;7r) = 0 X 1 ~'(g11 ) • 11= 1 
This has been stated by Klaiber ([ 11]) without proof. From (3.5) we 
obtain the desired result 
(3.6) 't;/([;1r)E G rv Hp• , 
4. Enumeration under group action 
The basic problem of this theory is - abstractly speaking - to 
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evaluate the number of equivalence classes or symmetry types of func-
tions between two finite setsX and Y with respect to an equivalence 
relation which is defined in an appropriate manner using two permu-
tation groups acting on X and Y. I.e. we are given two finite sets X and 
Y, two permutation groups li ~ S x (the symmetric group on X) and 
G ~ Sy (the symmetric group on Y) and an equivalence relation"""'" on 
yx := {~P liP : X-+ Y} . 
We ask for the number 1 yx 1-1 of equivalence classes of yx. The equi-
valence classes are called the symmetry types of functions from X to Y 
with respect to the equivalence relation "-". 
The theory of such enumeration problems and related questions has 
been developed independently by Redfield [ 141 and Poly a [ 131 in 1927 
and 1937. It has important applications to graph theory (cf., e.g., the 
introductions to this theory given by de Bruijn [ 41 and Harary [ 7]) and 
may be thought of as being an important part of combinatorics (cf., e.g., . 
Berge [I]). 
There are three different types of this basic problem, differing in the 
way we define the equivalence relation "-" on yX using the given groups 
G ~ S y and H ~ S x: 
Type L~P-I/J:3trEH,'VxEX, 'P(x)=I/J(tr-l(x)); 
Type II. IP-1/J: 3trEH,gE G, 'VxEX, ~P(x)=glji(tr-l(x)); 
Type III. 1P- 1/J: 3tr E H, 'Vx EX, 3 gx E G, ~P(X) = gx 1/J(tr-1 (x)). 
The question is, how we can get in each of these cases the number 
1 yx 1-1 of equivalence classes of yx. 
Of course, type III is the most difficult and most general situation. 
It will turn out that if we have solved the problem of type III the two 
other problems can be solved by restriction. 
The solutions of the problems of type I and II are known but hither-
to there is no solution of problem III published. Illustrative examples 
for these problems I and II are the well-known necklace problems 
(cf. [7]). 
The equivalence classes of yX under "-" are of course the orbits 
of the permutation group P ~ Syx corresponding to the equivalence 
relation and depending of course on G and H We denote these permu-
tation groups as follows: 
Type I: P=EH, 
Type II: P = GH (called the power group of G and H), 
Type III: P = [G]H (the exponentiation group of G and H). 
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We notice that 
(4.1) Ell~ GH ~ [G]H and GH ~ GX H, [G]H ·~ G"' H 
(these two isomorphisms will be verified later on). Hence we may use 
Burnside's lemma to evaluate the desired number 1 yX /-1 of orbits of 
Pon yx. 
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Burnside's lemma giving the number of orbits of a given permutation 
group Pin terms of the cycle structure of the elements pEP reads as 
follows: 
(4.2.) no. of orbits of P = IPI-1 6 a 1 (p). pEP 
It shows how we may proceed now and it gives us a hint how we may 
apply the representation theory of Pin this context. Fora1(p), the 
number of 1-cycles or fixed points of p, is just the value of the charac-
ter xNP of the natural representation NP of Pat p, where for a permu-
tation group P on a finite set n, its natural representation NP is defined 
as follows: 
(4.3) NP(p): Rl.n I~ Rl.nl : (e; 14 ep(i)• I~ i ~ 1n1), 
if {e 1• ... , e1.n 1} is a basis of the 1n1-dimensional vector space Rl.n 1 ov.er 
the real number field R. 
Since ( 4.1) holds we need only evaluate xNP for p := [ G ]H c~ G,.., H) and 
then sum up according to ( 4.2), which gives us the solution of problems 
of type III. The solutions of the other two problems will then be ob-
tained by restriction, i.e. we have to sum up over the elements of the 
subgroup £H resp. GH only. Now we state (and then prove) in terms 
of Section 1 the crucial fact: 
( 4.4) [ G jH is a permutation group similar to the image of the 
representation ifiXI NG of G "' H 
Proof. (i) Since ( 4.3) holds, the natural representation of G ~ Sy is 
defined as follows: 
NG(g): RIYI ~ RIYI : (e; 14 eg(i)• 1 ~ i ~I Yl). 
Hence following Section I, we obtain 
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lXI lXI lXI 
# NG(f;rr) : ~ RIYI-+ ~ RIYI : (e,· ® ••• ® e,· 
1 lXI 
~-+ft1)e; _1 ® ••• ® /(IXI)e; , IE;;; i E;;; IYI) 
n (1) n- 1(1XI) " ' 
and that 
f( 1) e; ® ••• ~ /(lXI) e; _
1 
= 
n - 1(1) n (lXI) 
=ef{l)i - 1 ® ... ® ef(IXI)i -1 
n (1) n (lXI) 
(Without loss of generality we may assume X= {I, ... , lXI} .) Hence 
~I 
(4.5) # NG(f;rr): (e;
1 
® ... ® e;
1
x
1 
~-+ ef(l)i _1 ® ... ® ef(IXI)i _1 • 1 E;;; i" E;;; I Yl). n (1) n (lXI) 
Thus the image of #lXING is a permutation group acting on the basis 
{e;
1 
® ... ® e;· I IE;;; i" E;;; IYI} of~ IXIRIYI. 
(ii) To show1fhat [G]H is similar (cf. [9, I, 5.7]) to this image of 
¥fiXING since (i) holds, we need only give a bijection 
e : yX H-> {e; 1 ® ... ® e; I 1 E;;; i" E;;; I Yl} 
and an isomorphism 
lXI 
A: [G]H ~ lm (:1NG) 
so that 
(4.6) A((gl, ... , g 1x 1;rr))(e(1/J)) = €(1,0), 
where for 1/J E yX the mapping ipE yX is defined by 
'VxEX, ip(X) :=gxl/J(rr-l(x)). 
(iii) It is very easy to see that A defined by 
~I 
A((gl, ... , K1X1 ;rr)) := # NG(gl, ... , K1X1 ;rr) 
is an isomorphism and that e defined by 
€(1,0) := e.p(l) ® ... ® e.p(IXI) 
is a bijection. 
(iv) Having thus defined e and A we obtain from (4.5) that (4.6) is 
satisfied. 
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Applying (4.4) the results of Sections 2 and 3 especially (3.5) yield 
at once the following theorem solving the enumeration problem of type 
III, where the exponentiation group is the permutation group corre-
sponding to the equivalence relation: 
( 4. 7) (Exponentiation group enumeration theorem) The number of 
orbitsof[G]H is 
C("rr) 
= L; n al(g.,)' 
1 GjiXIIHi (f;rr )E G rv H v= 1 
where (cf (3.3)) ifrr = TI.,(i., ... rrk11 - 1(i.,)), the g., are defined 
by g.,:= f(j.,) .f(rr-1 (j.,)) ... f(rr-k.,+l (i.,)). 
Restriction to GH yields (use (2.2)) a result of llarary and Palmer 
(cf. [8]): 
( 4.8) (Power group enumeration theorem) Tlze number of orbits 
ofGH is 
lXI lXI ( )a (rr) 1 ~ n k ak(rr) - 1 L; n L; . ( ) k 
iGiiHI ·LJ k= al(g) -IGIIHI k=l ilk wig · 
(g,rr)E&XH 1 (g,rr)EGXH 
For ~ilkiai(g) is the number of 1-cycles of g''. Restricting further down 
to £H we obtain (Pc5lya): 
( 4. 9) The number of orbits of £H is 
IJ/i -1 L; I Ylc(rr) • 
rrEH 
5. Certain polynomials 
As has been mentioned, the results of the preceding section provide 
a solution only of a basic problem since they give only the number of 
all the equivalence classes of yX. 
Applications of the theory of enumeration under group action need 
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often a finer examination of the situation described by these problems 
of types I, II and III. In many cases we want to evaluate not only the 
whole number of equivalence classes but even the number of equivalence 
classes which have special properties. 
As can be seen from the cited literature, an important tool to attack 
such finer problems is the consideration of the so-called cycle-index of 
the involved permutation group. If the permutation group His a sub-
group of Sn and if x 1, ... , Xn are independent indeterminates, the cycle-
index Z(H;x 1, ... , Xn) of His the following polynomial over the rational 
field Q: 
(5.1) 
E.g., 
By substituting 1 for the variable x 1, 0 for x 2, we obtain the value 2-1. 
Polynomials over Q are called numerical if all their values over Z are in 
Z. Hence for example ZCS2 ;xl,x2) is not numerical. 
Snapper proved (cf. [21, theorem I]) that the polynomial arising 
from a cycle index by substituting !:,ilk ix1 for the variable xk is in fact 
numerical: '-
(5.2) n (~ )ak(7r) q(H;x1, ... , Xn) := IHI-1 ~ n ixi 
1rEH k=l ilk 
is a numerical polynomial. 
This result has been generalized by Rudvalis and Snapper ( cf. [ 17, 
theorem 4.1]) as follows: 
(5.3) If X: H ~Cis a generalized complex character of H, then 
n ( Jak(1r) N(H;x1, ... , Xn) := IHI-1 ~ X(11') 0 ~ ixi 
· 1rEH k= 1 Ilk 
is a numerical polynomial. 
We would like to give a new proof of (5.3) using the results of the 
preceding sections and some steps of the original proofs of Snapper 
and Rudvalis. 
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The first step is to show thatN(H;x 1, ... , Xn)E Q[x 1, ... , Xn ]. In order 
to prove this, Rudvalis and Snapper noticed first, that for all cycle-types 
(a I• ... , an) occurring in II we have 
~ X(7r)E Q 
rrE/l 
if the sum is taken over al11r E II with the same cycle-type T11 = (a I• ... , an). 
To show that N(ll;x 1 • ••. , Xn) is in fact numerical, we need only prove 
that the values of N(H;x 1, ... , Xn) are rational integers if 0 ~xi< 1/11, 
for the coefficients of the polynomial have llll as common denominator 
(see Snapper's paper). And that these special values are indeed rational 
integral now follows fairly easily from the results of Section 2: If 
0 ~ xi < ll/1, we consider an element g E S m , where 
n 
m :=~ ix· and 
i= 1 l 
If NSm denotes the natural representation of Sm and if Dis an irreducible 
representation of Hover C, then we obtain from (2.5), 
and this value is rational integral since it is a value of a character and 
rational or it is 0 in case that NSm G D does not exist. 
Of course the same is valid if we consider instead of an irreducible 
character xD a generalized character x and we are finished. 
Added in proof. During the last three years, when this paper was already 
submitted, along the same lines of representation theory of wreath products 
the cycle index of [ G ]H as well as its enumeration theorem in weighted 
form was derived in the following papers: A. Kerber, Der Zykelindex der 
Exponentialgruppe, Mitt. Math. Sem. Giessen 98 (1973) 5-20; and W. 
·Lehmann, Das Abzahltheorem der E~ponentialgruppe in gewichteter Form, 
Mitt. Math. Sem. Giessen 112 (1974) 19-33. 
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